In the First Main Theorem of value distribution for holomorphic maps into a compact Kahler manifold A, the central object is a differential form Xa on A with a singularity ataEA.
The most satisfactory X0 was given by Wu in [5] . His construction, using the Green function, has the advantage that X3 is automatically invariant under the group of isometries of A; more precisely, if i: A->vl is an isometry with i(a) =b, then i*X&=Xa. This property is difficult to obtain with any other construction.
In this note we apply the technical machinery developed by Stoll and the author [l] , [2] , [3] , [4] to Wu'sXa to show that it is suitable for value distribution theory in arbitrary fiber dimension. We also show that the terms of the First Main Theorem are continuous functions.
vj will denote the multiplicity of the holomorphic map/; see [2] . 0k will denote any differential form of degree k whose coefficients are locally bounded; the subscript will usually be omitted. Of course it will never mean the same thing twice. On C" set Vx=(i/2) S"=1 dz/ \dz" and v\ = vk/k\.
If M is a complex manifold and H an open subset of M, then S = H -H is a boundary manifold of H, provided that for every point of 5 there is a C00 coordinate system (xi, • • • , x2") valid in a neighborhood U of the point, such that in U, S is described by Xi = 0 and H by Xi<0. 5 will be considered as oriented to the exterior of H.
1. We collect the technical results which we will need. Lemma 1. Let k^Q, Ogsgra and Ogigw be integers such that s+t<2n.
Let d>(w, z) be a differential form of bidegree (s, t) in wEC", dependent on a parameter zEC", whose coefficients are measurable and locally bounded. Let M be a complex manifold, and let f: M-^Cn be an open holomorphic map. Let K be a compact subset of M. Let x(w, z) be a differential form in wEM dependent also on a parameter zECn, whose coefficients are measurable and locally bounded; then 2. Let A be a compact Kahler manifold of dimension n. Denote its fundamental form by cox, and set cok =cok/k\, a = «". We assume that the metric is normalized so that /xw = l. Denote by r(z, w) the distance between z and w.
Denote by g(z, w) the Green function on A XA. Then Let aEA, and let (zi, • • • , zn) be a holomorphic coordinate system in a neighborhood U centered at a, such that in the underlying real coordinate system the metric tensor at a is represented by the identitymatrix. Set Since dc log (l/|z-w\) = -dc\z -w\ /\z -w\, we have
Finally, look at z = 0, i.e., at a: Proof. The question is local on both K and 4, so we may assume f(K)EU and adopt the above notation. Apply (4) and Lemma 1.
q.e.d.
Lemma 6. In the same situation, G(z) = f f*d°\, A x exists and is continuous on A.
Proof. Use (7) and Lemma 1. 
